Summer Is Here...
Summer is finally here. We hope you take time out of your busy schedules to enjoy the beautiful South Florida weather. Enjoy the beaches, the views, and the sand.
Thank you to all of you that helped make our Mother's Day Botox and Make-up party such a success. We enjoyed seeing all of you and hope you enjoy showing off how fabulous you look. Keep an eye out for invitations to the next event...Please take the time to visit our newly designed website. There are tons of new additions for you to explore!

Just in Time for Father's Day...Introducing a New Skin Care Line For Men
Miami Plastic Surgery is now carrying Pevonia Botanica's products for men. The line is formulated to address specific concerns for men such as razor burn, ingrown hairs, and sensitivity to shaving. The line features the latest in anti-aging and skin nourishing ingredients. The Age Defying Caviar Balm contains caviar, marine collagen and elastin, alpha lipoic acid, and vitamins for anti-aging, wrinkle smoothing, and skin firming. Other products include Aqua-Gel Foaming Cleanser, Easy-Glide Shaving Emulsion, and Soothing After Shave Balm. The set makes a perfect gift for Father's Day. Our aestheticians are always available to answer all of your questions and can tailor a custom skin care regimen for your specific needs.

Case of the Month: Noses by Wolf
Rhinoplasty is a nose-reshaping surgery that can correct deformities or make subtle aesthetic changes to the face. Maybe
deformities or make subtle aesthetic changes to the face. Maybe you have a bump that drives you crazy when you look at your profile, or perhaps it just isn’t quite as straight as you would like. Because the nose is the central focus of the face, even a slight alteration can make a visible difference. The surgery takes anywhere from 1-2 hours depending on the changes being made. A splint is then applied to the outside of the nose to help retain the shape as it heals. Recovery usually takes about 7-10 days, in which time the swelling and bruising subsides. Dr. Wolf, recently named one of Miami's Top Power Players by Ocean Drive Espanol, is famous for his nose surgeries here in Miami. He has been perfecting the art for 23 years. Dr. Wolf's favorite part about doing nose surgery is watching how it transforms people. Such a small change can make such a big improvement in self-confidence. He loves watching the once shy and timid patient that came in for a consultation, come back after surgery feeling confident, beautiful, and holding their head a little higher. It is life-changing.
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Barefoot and Gorgeous!
Good News! Miami Plastic Surgery delivers safe, effective, professional skincare therapies to pregnant and breast-feeding mommies. You don’t have to stop your skin care during pregnancy. Of course you will have to temporarily suspend a few regimens that might be harmful to your little bundle, but there are alternatives! We've all heard of that "pregnant glow" which some women are blessed with, but fluctuating hormone levels can do very strange things to your skin. A few changes you might experience are acne, rashes and itchiness, skin pigmentation changes, and stretch marks. We carry a completely natural and botanical line that is safe to use while you are expecting. Let our aestheticians help you choose products with safe, and effective ingredients to keep you looking radiant. Pregnancy should be a beautiful time for you and your body, inside and out.

Men and Cosmetic Surgery

Plastic surgery used to be considered a women's only topic. But men are changing their attitudes. The male grooming market is a $3.5 billion industry. Today we are seeing more and more men, of all ages and walks of life, turning to cosmetic surgery. They report that the
**MPS Staff Pick of the Month:**

*Obagi Professional-C Serum*

Our staff voted the Obagi Professional-C Serum the favorite product amongst the office. *Allure* rated it the #1 serum in their 2007 Best of Beauty edition. It has also been raved about in *Redbook, O, Self, US Weekly, Jane, Elle, Shape, and New Beauty* magazines. The serum offers maximum daily anti-oxidant protection and up to 2 times greater penetration than other Vitamin C products. Obagi Professional-C Serum uses stabilized ascorbic acid, which is the only form of Vitamin C that can be effectively absorbed by the skin. The serum comes in different levels of concentrations. Our aestheticians can recommend the concentration level that will benefit your skin the best. Call and reserve yours now (305)595-2969.

---

**Miami Plastic Surgery In the Media**

The past couple of weeks have been very busy for our doctors. Dr. Kelly was interviewed by Animal Planet after he performed surgery to put back together a diver’s face after he was bitten by a shark. Dr. Kelly was also interviewed on NBC 6 for his new Minimal Incision Brachioplasty technique. This technique replaces the traditional Brachioplasty, which used a scar from elbow to armpit, to remove excess skin from the arm. The new technique uses a small incision in the armpit. Dr. Herman was interviewed by Telemundo for his new breast lift technique. The technique uses incisions only around the areola with dissolvable sutures. Dr. Wolf was a guest on Despierta America covering the topic of Men and Cosmetic Surgery, and Mirella Besteiro, Director of Skin Care, was interviewed on Radio Caracol also about Men and Cosmetic Surgery. Visit our media page on our new website to read and watch more of our media coverage.

---

**Oxygen...For My Face??**

The Oxygen Facial Treatment is one of our specialties here at Miami Plastic Surgery. The treatment leaves your skin illuminated with a warm, healthy glow. Those of us that live in big cities, fly a lot, or smoke, are depleted of oxygen. The outdoor level of oxygen has decreased by fifty percent in the last 20 years. The treatment gives your skin what the environment cannot. It leaves skin nourished, hydrated, detoxified, and firm. How can you go wrong with that? Call us now for an appointment.